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Abstract
Background/Objectives: Image fusion is the technique which merges the input images to obtain the focused single image.
A new method is proposed in this paper to optimise image fusion using feature matching based Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). Methods/Analysis: In our proposed method, two input images
are fused using Stationary Wavelet Transform to get a single focused image. Then, feature matching technique called SIFT is
applied to match the corresponding features between two images. Further, RANSAC is applied to further optimise the result
of SIFT and get a final fused image. Findings: Quantitative and visual results show that a highly focused and better fused image
is obtained after feature matching with SIFT and further refinement with RANSAC. The proposed method is robust and independent of scale, light intensity, orientation of camera etc. Applications: The methodology for image fusion may be applied
to stereo-images. Feature matching based on SIFT and RANSAC may be used to reconstruct a 3D view from stereo-images.
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1. Introduction

Multi-focus fusion algorithm combines two input images
to obtain a focused single image. The real focus of fusion
of images is to get a fused image having higher quality and information in comparison to the input images.
A sharp image containing all focused objects cannot be
obtained because optical lenses have a limited depth of
field. So, image fusion is being utilised in which a group
of images can be acquired using differently adjusted focus
settings. These images are then combined to get an image
with extended field depth. It is utilized in many applications like remote sensing1, image processing, computer
vision, medical imaging2, object recognition etc. The
image fusion technique occurs at various levels as decision, feature and pixel levels. The pixel based level is the
lowest base level of image fusion which handles pixels
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obtained by imaging with sensor output. This based level
enhances the visual based enhancement. At pixel level,
image fusion process takes intensity of source images into
consideration. The benefits of pixel level fusion are detection of undesirable noise, easy implementation and low
complexity. However, these methods have disadvantages
of mis-registration and blurred artifacts. To handle the
problems of noise sensitivity and mis-registration, region
based methods can be utilised. In feature level based fusion
technique, extraction of features is being done from the
input images, image based segmentation is being done
in continuous regions followed by fusion. Image features
like shape, contrast, size are integrated in feature based
level. Decision level based fusion technique handles the
descriptors of image. In comparison to decision level and
region based image fusion, pixel level based image fusion
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gives relatively more complete and detailed information.
Image fusion technique is categorised into spatial and frequency domains. Spatial based domain deals with image
pixels directly and merges the required information to
achieve the desired objective. Techniques such as Brovey
method3, Principal Component Analysis4, Intensity Hue
Saturation5, high pass filtering are the methods based on
spatial domain. In frequency based domain, input image
is initially transferred to the frequency based domain
and the resulting technique of image fusion is acquired
by merging the frequency based coefficients. Pyramid
based methods like ratio of low pass pyramid6, laplacian
pyramid7 and wavelet based techniques such as Discrete
Wavelet Transform8, Stationary Wavelet Transform9, Haar
wavelet10, Daubechies wavelets11 are categorised under the
frequency domain based methods. Basically image regis-

tration 12 is followed by image fusion. Image registration
is the technique of transforming various images into the
system having similar coordinates. Fusion techniques are
basically problem dependent. Various focus measures13
for analyzing the performance of multi-focus image
fusion include energy of gradient, variance, sum-modified-laplacian, energy of laplacian of image.

2. Algorithms
2.1 Stationary Wavelet Transform
Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) is a shift variant
and non-orthogonal transform. Since, sub-sampling is
not performed in stationary wavelet transform, resolution
of signal do not decrease as approximation and detail

Figure 1. Decomposition Procedure of Stationary Wavelet Transform.
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coefficients length remain same as that of the original
signal. Initially, the source images are decomposed in
stationary wavelet transform wavelet basis at level N to get
approximation and detail coefficients9. Decomposition
process in SWT is shown in Figure 1. A threshold and
shrinkage function is chosen for the coefficients at each
level. Focused regions of each source image are obtained
in this step. Finally, new coefficients are chosen for the
reconstruction of source image using inverse stationary
wavelet transform, which transforms coefficient
presentation into an image.

2.2 Scale Invariant Feature Transform
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is the technique
of detection and matching of feature point formulated in
1999 by Lowe14. SIFT features are not variant for scaling,
rotation, translation, affine and change in illumination of
image15. Its applications are in fields of object recognition,
image mosaic, localization of mobile robots etc. SIFT feature points extraction consists of following four steps:
1. Detection of extreme of Scale-space: The extreme
points of scale space are selected as candidate
matching feature image points in SIFT algorithm.
Image J(i,j) scale space is defined
 	 S (m,n,σ)=J(m,n)*G(m,n)			(1)
 	 where * is the two dimensional convolution,

G(m,n) is a Gaussian function, σ is the standard
deviation of normal Gaussian distribution. The
extreme is detected in image convolution and difference of Gaussian (DoG).

2. Localization of key points: Taylor expansion is

constructed as DoG function in scale space. . In
this process, key-point candidates were produced
in large number, out of which some were unstable.
Then the detailed fit is performed for the adjacent
data to compute scale accuracy, location and the
ratio of the principal curvatures. The computed
data is used to reject points with low contrast,
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high noise sensitivity and poor localization along
an edge.
 	 Lowe mentioned that the location of the extrema

to the accuracy of sub-pixels is done by fitting a
three dimensional quadratic function to the laplacian based scale space. Taylor expansion based
on the function of scale space D (p,q,σ) which is
shifted for aligning the origin to the point of interest is used in this approach.

3. Orientation assignment: Each feature point

is assigned a main direction, with magnitude
M(m,n) and gradient direction ϴ (m,n).

M(i,j)=[(S(m,n+1)–S(m,n-1))2 + (S(m+1,n) – S(m1,n))2]2
ϴ(m,n)= arctan

							(2)
4. Descriptor of keypoint: The area around the criti-

cal point of image is divided into blocks, histogram
is calculated for every block and the vector with
128 dimensions is generated.

2.3 Random Sample Consensus
The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) is the technique in which parameters are estimated to deal with a
large amount of outliers in source data16. It is based on
resampling in which solutions are generated for estimation of model parameters by using minimum number
of observations. RANSAC makes use of the minimum
possible set and continues to enlargen the set with consistency based data points. The basic steps of algorithm:
1. The least possible feature points are selected randomly for determining parameters of the model.
2. The model based parameters are evaluated.
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3. The number of points which fit with a predefined
tolerance € are determined from a set of points.
4. The model parameters are re-estimated if fraction
of total inliers over total points in set exceeds the
predefined value of threshold T and then terminated.
5. Otherwise, steps 1 to 4 are repeated for maximum
N number of times.

The technique is shown in Figure 2 and step details are
mentioned below:

3. Proposed Algorithm
The proposed method optimises image fusion process using feature matching based SIFT and further
refinement with RANSAC. The images are fused using
Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT), SIFT is applied to
extract features and then RANSAC is used to get more
refined results. The proposed algorithm is robust and
independent of scale, translation, rotation, change in light
intensity and orientation of camera.

Step1:.	
Two partially blurred images are taken
as input.
Step2:	
Image registration is applied on both
input images.
Step3:	
Stationary Wavelet Transform is applied
on input images.
Step4:	
Image fusion is done using stationary
values of image and a fused image is
obtained.
Step5:	
SIFT is applied to extract features.
Step6:	
RANSAC is applied to optimse the
image obtained in step 5.
Step7:	
Finally the resultant fused image is
obtained based on feature matching
performed in steps 6 and 7.

Input image 2

Input image 1i

Apply image registration on image 1 and 2

Apply SWT on image 1 and 2

Apply SIFT

Apply RANSAC

Final optimized image
Figure 2. Proposed methodology.
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4. Experimental Results
The MATLAB 7.10.0 (R2010a) and image processing
toolbox is used for implementation. Experimental results
of existing and proposed techniques are shown below:
In Table 1, input image 1 and image 2 are left and
right images taken from a stereo camera, SWT represents
image formed by fusion of left and right input images
Table 1.

using Stationary Wavelet Transform, SIFT represents the
resultant image formed by feature matching using Scale
Invariant Feature Transform, RANSAC represents optimised image formed by feature matching using Random
Sample Consensus algorithm. It can be observed from
the results that RANSAC optimises the feature matching
done using SIFT by optimising the value of threshold.

Experimental results

Image name

Input image 1

Input image 2

SWT

SIFT

RANSAC

Optimised
Image

Final Sift Ransac image

Coke

50

50

10

10

150

150

20

20

250

250

30

30

350
40

Final Sift Ransac image

Final Sift Ransac image

350
40

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

Final Sift Ransac image

Final Sift Ransac image

50

50

10

10

Shake

150

150

20

20

250

250

30

30

350
40

input first partial y blurred image

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

350
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

40

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

input second partial y blurred image
Fused image

Tree

Fused image

50

50

100

100

150

150

200

200

250

250

300

300

350
400
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Table 1 Continued

input first partial y blurred image

input second partially blurred image

Fused image

Fused image

Wall

50

50

10

10

150

150

20

20

250

250

30

30
350

350
40

40

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

5. Quantitative Results

6. Conclusion

Performance evaluation is done on the basis of measures
of spatial frequency, mean structural similarity index
(MSSIM), peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean square
error (MSE), execution time, number of matches by SIFT
and number of matches by RANSAC. It can be observed
from the table 2 that number of matches by RANSAC
is less than that of the number of matches by SIFT. So,
RANSAC optimizes the feature matching of image by
optimizing the value of threshold.

Image fusion is being considered as a wide area of
research topic. It has various applications of remote sensing, imaging in medical field, computer vision etc. Images
are fused using Stationary Wavelet Transform and feature
matching is used for optimization. SIFT is used to extract
features from image. RANSAC is used to further optimise
and refine the results of SIFT. Feature matching is done
based on the extracted features and the optimized resultant image is obtained. Feature matching based fusion

Table 2.
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 0

Performance evaluation

Image name

Spatial
frequency

MSSIM

PSNR

MSE

Execution
time

No of
matches by
SIFT

No of matches
by RANSAC

Coke

5.6325

0.8644

51.002

183

14.7667

149

17

Shake

5.7228

0.8728

51.4452

174

8.0850

148

8

Tree

6.1489

0.7048

38.4940

773

3.1443

160

93

Wall

6.2024

0.6665

41.9022

522

1.9542

105

49
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makes the method robust and independent of change in
illumination, orientation of camera etc.

8.

7. Future Work
The methodology for image fusion may be applied to
stereo-images. Feature matching based on SIFT and
RANSAC may be used to reconstruct a 3D view from
stereo-images.
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